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Efficient Front End Filing and Storage

Spacesaver's StoreFront® and PharmaStor® front end filing and storage systems provide instant access to “active” records and materials. These mobile storage systems will double your storage capacity in your current space or allow you to store what you now have in 50% less space. Each front end system is specially designed for you; it can be any height, width or depth you desire.

StoreFront® is the most efficient storage system for information and materials management. Files may be returned to the front end shelves to re-file in batches during periods of less activity. The front end shelves may also be used for daily staging and work in process, reducing aisle activity and creating an organized work flow.

Designed by pharmacists, PharmaStor® is the most efficient pharmaceutical storage system for hospitals, clinics, retail, correctional institutions or laboratories. Let a Spacesaver representative show you how other pharmacists have resolved their storage issues using PharmaStor®.

Transparent Shelf Fronts – Provide instant recognition of shelf contents. Keep your fast movers always accessible.

Lockable Cabinet Doors – can be added for increased protection in exposed aisles, as a complement to a system security lock.

Adjustable Shelves – Raised or lowered to easily fit any size materials.
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